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 As newfound prospects accompanied by hospitable changes to climatic conditions make way for grow-
ing economic ambitions on the Barents Sea, so arises the urgency to provide proportionate measures of safety 
and support for the increased human presence and activity in this hostile environment.

 This project focuses on the architectural development of an offshore Search and Rescue station on the 
Barents Sea, as well as the proposal for an accompanying communication and surveillance network, with the 
intention of providing a viable solution for areas of activity which currently suffer from a lack of sufficient 
rescue service coverage.

 The station would be capable of aeronautical and maritime rescue and recovery response, while pro-
viding supplies to extend the range and active presence of patrol ships.



Isometric overview

SITE plan
Station with support ship and turbines
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main hallway vertical connections access Storage
Complete circulation on the main floor Common use and operational lifts and stairs Air and sea Provisions holds and circulation

floor plan
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Exterior view Exterior view
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living quarters common spaces operations hydroponics
Housing for crew and rescues Leisure, dining and training Emergency response and reception Fresh food production

visiting deck moonwell



Interior view
living quarters hallway main hallway

Interior view
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interior elements
The Barents chair and coffee table
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